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Back Bay... August 22, 2010 

Our friendly 7 legged Garden Spider.  Looks like she has a good meal. 

Very hot and very humid.   
There was thunder in the distance and a few showers rolled through.  
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This is a bird I hadn't seen previously.  It is a Sora (Porzana carolina), also known as 
the Sora Rail or Sora Crake.  Crake???  I never heard of a Crake before.   
Makes me wonder though - if the bird was orange, would they call it a Carrot Crake?  
Or, if it was all brown, would it be a Chocolate Crake?  And if it was getting married - a 
Wedding Crake.  Ok I'll stop now. 
Although Soras are common in marshes throughout the U.S, they typically remain in 
the dense vegetation and are more often heard than seen.  This Sora was on the 
edge of the Bay in the same area as the Sandpiper I saw a few weeks ago. 
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A little Ribbon Snake on the boardwalk.  Usually Ribbon Snakes are very shy and 
disappear as soon as you approach.  But this snake seemed to be on a mission.  It 
would stick its head down between the boards for a few seconds, then pop back up 
and move along to the next board.  Stick its head down, pop back up and move on to 
the next.  I wonder if it was hunting - perhaps looking for spiders and insects in the 
shadows under the boards.  Or maybe it misplaced its reading glasses - as I often do 
- and was retracing its slithers to try and find them.   
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Maybe I left my reading glasses over there. 

Yup.  Found 'em. 

These last two photos taken with flash.  It was overcast and starting to sprinkle. 
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Fawn frolicking in a field.  At least I think this is called frolicking.   It's certainly what I 
look like when I frolic. 
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Mother and Fawn. 
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Moccasin in the same field as the Deer on the previous pages.  Bambi better be careful 
where she steps.   
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This Moccasin seems to have the darker coloration similar to several other Moccasins 
I've seen in this general area. 
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Oops... Showing a little attitude.  Time to leave this Moccasin alone. 
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Moving off. 
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See ya later Mr. Moccasin. 


